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“THE PEOPLE WASTING
ALL THIS STUFF ARE
THE REAL CRIMINALS”

Just before sundown, three Aussies
drive around the back of a London
supermarket and park their
dilapidated van. One hops out
with a small lamp strapped to his
head, while another grabs a
spanner and screwdriver. They look
about while the driver keeps the
engine running, poised for a quick getaway
should they run into any security personnel.
You could be forgiven for thinking the trio
are about to break into the stockroom or
mug a cashpoint customer. But Ross, Ash
and Barry are about to go digging through
the bins for food. They’re not rifling through
garbage because they’re homeless, poor or
borderline kleptomaniacs. They are among
a growing number of Freegans, people who
seek to live entirely off what others’ waste.
Freeganism originated in America and is
spreading throughout the world, largely due
to a website set up by Adam Weissman,
one of the movement’s founders. On his
site, Weissman describes Freeganism as
“a total boycott of an economic system
where the profit motive has eclipsed
ethical considerations”.
The premise is pretty simple — Freegans
have given up trying to buy only ethical
products and decided instead to buy nothing
at all hoping, that in doing so, they can at
least have some impact on minimising waste.

“It is a protest against the
wastefulness of the way capitalism is
managed at the present time,” explains
46-year-old Ross Parry, an Australian who
was living a Freegan lifestyle long before
the phrase was coined. Parry chanced upon
a bin full of perfectly edible food in a Sydney
service station car park some 20 years ago
and hasn’t looked back. But he says it’s
taken the fairly recent phenomenon of
the internet to mobilise the ethicallyminded and bring Freeganism into the
mainstream.
“People have been doing it quietly,
anonymously and even furtively for years,
sneaking in when it is dark and getting in
and out as quick as they can,” he explains.
“But as time goes on people are beginning
to realise that it is not a crime and realise
that the people wasting all this stuff are the
real criminals.”
Parry met 21-year-old Ash Falkingham in
Sydney, and the pair have spent the past six
months travelling around England in a van
kitted out with an oven, bed, table, and
pretty much everything else you’d expect to
find in a traveller’s van. All of it came from

bins, or throw-aways, as do most of their
clothes and other possessions.
“When someone first told me you could get
food from bins, I thought ‘no way’,” admits
Falkingham. “But now I know differently
— there are estimates that 30% to 40% of
all food ready to harvest in England ends up
in the bin, which is crazy when nine million
people are dying of starvation in the world
every year.”
Falkingham sees Freeganism as ethical
shopping taken to it’s logical conclusion.
“As a Freegan, we want that waste to just
not be there. The whole concept of not
paying for our food is that if enough people
didn’t pay for food it is the ultimate boycott
and will force supermarkets to think about
whether they really needed to order so
much,” he explains.
Along with fellow Aussie Barry, 30, who
prefers to give only his first name as his
parents are yet to see the merits of the
Freegan lifestyle, the boys take me on a
tour of south-east London to prove just
how much is wasted every day.
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Though it’s a Monday, which they say is
the worst day of the week to go bin raiding,
they still manage to find more than enough
food to keep them (and probably a good few
more) satisfied, along with plenty of usable
clothing, a few board games and
various other bits of bric-a-brac. They take
only what they can use, though, any more
and they’d only be wasting it themselves
— the ultimate sin for a Freegan.
None of the three have paying jobs, and
say they have no need for them, given the
amount of things they manage to pick up
for free. But they have slightly adapted the
Freegan ideals — though the word Freegan
comes from merging the words free and
vegan, these three aren’t averse to eating
meat. “If a cow has already been slaughtered
and the supermarket chucked it out, it is
better to use the food,” says Barry. “Even if
I was a vegetarian, by not eating it I’m not
actually going to save the animal.”

Freegans aren’t alone in thinking too
much gets wasted. Fareshare is a charity
that works with retailers to redirect unused
food to vulnerable people in the
community, such as the homeless.
According to Fareshare spokesperson
Maria Kortbech Olesen, they redistributed
two tonnes of food last year and that was
only the tip of the iceberg.
While Fareshare has vastly different
methods for acquiring and using waste
food, and Olesen is quick to point out they
couldn’t endorse taking food directly from
bins, she says the Freegans are doing a
good job in bringing attention to the large
amounts of food being wasted in the UK.
“One third of all the waste that is disposed
of in the UK is food waste, and it is
estimated that one quarter of that is still
fit for purpose, so in that manner what
Freegans do is important because they raise
an issue we need to tackle,” she says. ■

USE AND REUSE
It’s not just Aussies getting down
and dirty in London dumpsters, New
Zealander Ashley Hooper also tries
to eat wasted food whenever he can.
Though he says only around 30% of
his food comes from bins, Hooper is
helping the fight against waste in
other ways. He has been in the UK for
about five years and works in the city
as a network engineer. Using his IT
skills, he set up the first UK Freecycle
group in 2002.
Freecycle is a web-based
organisation, started in Arizona, that
allows people to advertise and give
away unwanted goods. The aim of
the site is to recycle and reduce the
rubbish going into landfill sites.
The 32-year-old devotes much of his
spare time to helping new groups start
up, and is responsible for approving
new UK groups.
“It’s all voluntary, but I love it because
I am really passionate about the
environment,” he says. “I’m really
happy to feel like I’m helping to
change things. Freecycle and bin
raiding are both attacking the same
problem, but from slightly different
angles, though Freecycle probably
appeals more to the average person,
because most people find the idea of
bin raiding quite terrifying.”
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IF YOU’RE NOT KEEN ON GETTING
YOUR NEXT FEED FROM A BIN,
THERE ARE LESS-DRASTIC WAYS
YOU CAN REDUCE WASTE
■ Only buy food you know you can eat.
■ Don’t always go for the longest expiry
date. If you’re going to eat the tomatoes
tonight, you don’t need the ones at the
back with seven days’ life.
■ Give things away or donate them to
charity rather than throw them out.
■ Take things other people are giving away.
■ Volunteer to help a charity recycle food
or goods.
■ Start a compost heap.
■ Repair things instead of replacing them.
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